HBSP Hardstyle Vocal Pack Vol 2 - Lyrics
1. The Rave*
The rave is our religion
This music is our faith
We share the same vision
We dance until we fade
The world is ours to conquer
United we will stay
We’ll drink to our honour
And gather every day
[predrop] And party every day
2. Season
Welcome to this meeting
Let’s celebrate tonight
Just live to the fullest
The lights are shining bright
This is our favourite season
So great and full of pride
We’re here for a reason
Let music be your guide
3. Trance
As it’s getting dark
And we are partying hard
Get ready on my mark
Let’s break this place to shards
United we can stand
And change this grumbling land
It’s only in our hands
We'll go deeper into trance
4. Fathers of Creation*
Close your eyes
Can you feel the vibration?
We fly so high
Cause we’re the fallen generation
Together we rise
We set the ground foundation
It’s no surprise
We are the fathers of creation

5. Shades
This is your time
You’re on your prime
Don’t look behind
Just free your mind
There is nothing you can’t do
So you should never be afraid
Strive to be the better you
And never hide behind your shade
6. My Time
I keep my mind busy
I keep my hands dirty
I roam the roads, exploring worlds
And shake the earth beneath me
I've got the world against me
I've earned much trust and lost it
This is my time now
And I won’t let you stop me.
7. The Mission
A few more hours left
And the darkness fades away
For many decades long
we prepare for this day
The mission that we share
is about to succeed
So put your hands up
And fulfil your deed (HEY)
8. Back Out
We make the ground shake
We dance until we fade
Nothing can stop us now
We have the higher ground
This music is our life
Our spirit and our light
It makes us all proud
So join us or back out
9. The Underground*
Wake the fuck up freak
This is the ultrasound
Don't let your face sink deep
And look a bit around
Your music is so vastly weak
It's worth to go down
This is our rise and our peak
We are the underground.

10. The Signal
Escape reality
Lost in our memory
Defy the gravity
Release our energy
This is our moment
This is the time
Get ready for the signal
tonight we are on our prime
11. Your Future
We gonna bring our music to the next level
(NEXT LEVEL)
We gonna hit the last phase and beat the devil
(BEAT THE DEVIL)
Go hard
and free your mind
Rise up
Leave your thoughts behind
By trial and error
We keep up on this grind
Never stop the hustle
Your future will be bright
12. Reality*
You should often take a break from life
Enjoy the moments and feel good inside
If there’s a shot just take it
The world is yours to shape it
Reality is boring and it’s time to escape it
Forget about your problems and set yourself free
Listen to your instincts and follow your dreams
If there’s a shot just take it
The world is yours to shape it
Reality is boring and it’s time to escape it
13. Left behind
Mistake after mistake
I don't take any chances
You think that I'm afraid
I've been breaking all your asses
Whatever my plan may be
I keep it in my mind
But when I count one two three
You will be left behind

14. Thrill*
Sometimes I feel the fire burning under my skin
The anger deep inside me makes my blood extremely thin
I feel so very tired and my body is really weak
I guess it's time for me to stand and go completely freak
Serenity and peacefulness is what I only seek
I put my mind into rest and stay entirely chill
In all my life I chase a goal that I cannot fulfill
So maybe it's time for one big change, it's time for a thrill
15. The Ride*
I’m repping the city
I’m switching ma style
I am the gamechanger
Dont act so wild
You think you’re something
This is the biggest lie
Prepare for trouble
I’m taking you on a ride
16. Destroy the Elite*
Be brave
Dont listen to what people have to say
Embrace
Your dreams and they will never fade away
Stand strong
And others will be following your lead
You’re young
So come with us let's destroy the elite
17. Chants
Ah
Yeah
Uh
Let’s go
Hey
Oh
Huh
Ha
Switch

* No triplets version included.

